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Abstract: 

A total returns index for investor housing was developed by utilising the 

Quotable Value New Zealand house price index and the Department of Building 

and Housing rental series. Survey information was then used to establish the 

relationship between gross rents and net income. The index was tested for 

sensitivity and correlation analysis used to compare the returns between cites. 

Analysis of the data showed that over the last decade rental yields have 

continued to decline but total returns have increased due to the appreciation in 

house prices.  Regional total returns showed variability with higher yields from 

slower growing areas being insufficient to offset lower yields from faster 

growing areas. Negative correlations in the total returns between some cities 

were identified, suggesting there are opportunities for investors to maintain 

returns and reduce risk by diversifying their property portfolios. A spreadsheet 

optimiser was utilised to allocate assets under a variety of scenarios.  

Keywords: Total returns index, investor housing, New Zealand.  
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 Introduction 

Over the last 3 years there has been a rapid increase in house prices in a number of 

countries, including New Zealand. This has resulted in significant number of investors 

attempting to optimise their wealth by purchasing one or more residential rental 

properties. Investors have been encouraged to expand their housing interests by “get 

rich” seminar presentations, books and software from organisations such as 

Richmastery (2005). The liberal lending policies adopted by Banks competing for 

market share, combined with low mortgage interest rates, acted to fuel the housing 

market. Investors are typically able to fund the purchase of rental housing by 

borrowing against the increased equity in their family homes. Servicing the additional 

borrowing is done from the rental income stream, if this is insufficient then Withers 

(2004) shows how losses on rental housing can be offset against other income.  The 

overall objective is to maximise the amount of capital gain and the best way to do this 

is by owning multiple properties.  

Traditionally investor housing has not been seen as a particularly attractive 

investment option. Jones (2005) argues investors will achieve better returns in the 

commercial property sector and Newland (2004) predicts the current housing bubble 

is about to burst. Also, New Zealand has a history of government intervention in the 

rental housing market through rent controls, subsidised state housing and private 

sector rental subsidies.  More recently the slow decline in the rate of home ownership 

in New Zealand, mainly due to affordability considerations, has underpinned both 

rents and house prices in the  lower priced housing market. As a consequence first 

home buyers have been subjected to increasing competition from investor purchasers. 

So, what sort of returns being achieved from investor housing? To answer this 

question involves the construction of a total returns index for investor housing. Such 

an index makes it possible to compare the investment performance of housing both 

between cities and with other asset classes. Most of the information needed to 

construct a total returns index is currently available. Quotable Value NZ (QVNZ) 

(2004) has a long running series tracking movements in house prices by comparing 

average sale prices to average rating valuations and chaining these over time. The 

Department of Building and Housing (DBH) (2005) holds all private sector tenancy 

bonds and regularly publishes reliable information on residential rents. 
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However, two elements essential for the construction of an index have been lacking. 

Firstly, research establishing the relationship between gross income and net income. 

Secondly, research determining the linkage between rental house prices and overall 

median house prices. 

The first section of this paper reviews some of the relevant literature on property 

indices. The next section summarises a survey of private sector landlords conducted 

by the authors aimed at providing the missing information on net incomes and rental 

house prices. The third section of the paper combines the findings from the survey 

with the sales and rental data bases to produce a total returns series over the period 

1994-2004. The final section of the paper briefly discusses how portfolio theory could 

be applied to the allocation of rental hous ing between several cities. 

Property Indices 

The total annual returns (before tax and debt servicing) from property investments 

comprise the cash flows from income (rent less vacancies) less the annual operating 

expenses (rates, repairs and maintenance, insurance, management etc), plus changes 

in the value of the property less capital expenditure. This is the approach used by the 

Property Council of New Zealand (2004).  

Thus 
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when 

TR% = Total return for the period (before tax and debt servicing) as a 

percent of the current market value of the property 

GI = Gross income (potential rent less vacancies and bad debts) 

EXP = Annual expenses associated with operating the property (rates, 

insurance, management, repairs and maintenance and other 

expenses such as accounting) 

CMV = Current market value of the property 

PMV = Previous market value in last period 

CE = Capital Expenditure in current period 
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A property index can be constructed by aggregating the returns from individual 

properties using the above methodology and then chaining the total returns per period 

over time.  For example if the index number for the base year is set at 100 and the 

total return in the first year is 10 percent (say 5 percent net yield plus 5 percent 

increase in house prices)  then the index number at the beginning of the second year 

will be 110.  Having a common index number in the base year enables index users to 

compare property returns between different localities, classes of property and other 

asset classes. 

Normally the most difficult component to estimate with property indices is the 

changes in the market value of houses from one period to the next.  Since the majority 

of housing in western countries is owner-occupied most housing indices are price 

indices and just estimate changes in house prices rather than total returns. The 

extensive housing index literature identifies four main transaction based approaches, 

the median price method, the hedonic method, the repeat sales method and the hybrid 

method. 

Median Price Method 

The median price method computes percentage price changes in the median house 

price between periods.  This statistic is commonly reported by professional real estate 

groups in the mass media and has the advantage of being both timely and easy to 

understand.  The median price is more useful statistic than the average price but 

Rossini et al (2002) point out results can be skewed by a period when most of the 

sales are at the expensive end of the market because lower priced housing isn’t 

selling.  In addition, the median statistic is volatile with small sample sizes and suffers 

from a constant quality problem because over time new houses are typically larger 

and  more elaborate than older houses. 

Hedonic Method 

Hedonic indices are described by a variety of authors including Pendelton (1965), 

Linneman (1986), Case et al (1991), Haurin & Hendershott (1991), Clapp et al (1991) 

and Malpezzi (1998).  These indices utilise property sales information and multiple 

regression analysis to control for quality differences between houses. Hedonic 

methodology has been used for more than 30 years in mass appraisals for rating and 

taxing purposes. When the hedonic method is used to establish house price indices the 
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variables used to account for changes in value over time become very important. The 

usual method of measuring time changes is to use dummy variables. These are coded 

(0, 1) according to the sale date to account for changes in values between time 

periods.  Costello (1997) commented that where large numbers of transactions are 

available then hedonic methods should produce a robust price series for empirical 

research. 

 

The main issue with the hedonic method is correctly specifying the regression 

equations to minimise the amount of unexplained variance.  Correct specification 

relies on the availability of good data and the skill of the analyst. 

Repeated Sales Method 

The repeated sales index method uses transaction data for properties that have sold 

more than once.  This method was pioneered by Bailey, Muth & Nourse (1963) and is 

known as the BMN method. 

 

The BMN method avoids the variable specification problems inherent in the hedonic 

method.  The index is compiled by regressing the log price changes between previous 

and current sales on a set of dummy variables. Case & Schiller (1987) refined the 

BMN method by using a procedure to down weight the influence of transactions with 

longer time periods between sales.  Clapp & Giaccotto (1999) pointed out several 

disadvantages with the repeated sales method.  These included the selection bias from 

ignoring single transactions, the issue of “starter homes” and problem properties that 

may transact frequently, and the need to revise the whole index every time a new set 

of data is added to the index.  The repeated sales method makes the constant quality 

assumption that over time depreciation will be offset by maintenance expenditure.  

However, unless the analyst actually inspects the houses it is not possible to validate 

this assumption and some houses may have been extensively refurbished and 

upgraded while others may not have been properly maintained.  Larsen & 

Sommervoll (2004) use a large set of repeated sales to segment Norwegian data and 

show how different types of apartments in Oslo have appreciated at different rates. 
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Hybrid Method 

In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties with the hedonic and repeated sales 

method Case & Quigley (1991) introduced a hybrid method which combined aspects 

of repeated sales and hedonic methodology.  This method had the advantage of using 

all transaction data and appeared to increase the efficiency of the index estimate.  A 

criticism of this approach was the complexity of the hybrid method and Quigley 

(1995) discussed a simplified hybrid model. 

Quotable Value Index 

In New Zealand the most commonly used property price indices are the QVNZ 

indices based on comparing sale prices with the periodic rating valuations and 

chaining these over time.  The QVNZ rating valuations make extensive use of 

regression analysis methodology to set the rating valuations.  Although Lum (2004) 

has some reservations about this type of approach it is transaction based, inexpensive 

to compile and accepted in the New Zealand residential market.  In an unpublished 

report Singleton (2003) found Palmerston North City house price models based on 

rating valuations were generally more highly correlated to sale prices than repeated 

sales models and regression models that did not use the rating valuations. Rating 

valuations are an important consideration for New Zealand  residential property 

investors when they are formulating their bid/ask prices.  More recently Bourassa et al 

(2005) confirmed that the cost effectiveness and robustness of the methodology used 

in the QVNZ indexing system.  Bourassa found that the QVNZ index was strongly 

correlated with the hedonic method and recommended that the sales price/assessment 

methodology be seriously considered by government agencies, given the number of 

advantages and few disadvantages.  Clapp et al (1991) had shown that while rating 

valuations contain errors in the assessments the size of the bias was negligible. 

 

The QVNZ indices used in the construction of total returns index described later in 

this paper reduce the constant quality problem because quality changes that require a 

building consent are reflected in the rating valuation assessments.  However, this still 

leaves the problem of subtle quality improvements not being reflected in the rating 

valuation, unless the valuers inspect the property during the sales analysis process. 
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Total Returns Indices For Housing 

In the United Kingdom both the Association of Residential Letting Agents (ARLA) 

(2004) and the International Property Database (IPD) (2004) produce information on 

the returns from residential investment.  ARLA uses data from mail questionnaires 

completed by letting agents.  The IPD residential index has wider coverage than the 

ARLA index and qualified valuers using the RICS guidelines assess the investment 

value of a sample of representative properties used in the index.  In the US the 

National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) (2005) publish a 

number of property indices, including one for apartments.  The main disadvantage 

with professional valuations is the valuation smoothing effect as pointed out by a 

variety of academic writers including Newell and MacFarlane (1998).  This means the 

valuations based indices tend to be less volatile than transaction indices and lag the 

market. 

The Survey  

The main objectives of the survey were firstly to establish the relationship between 

gross and net income and the capitalisation rates for residential investor housing and 

secondly to determine the relationship between the value of rental housing and the 

value of housing as a whole. 

Survey Methodology 

A mail questionnaire was sent directly to the property owners.  As more than 80 

percent of private sector rental property in New Zealand is self managed the mail 

questionnaire method was considered to be the most reliable survey method. 

 

A random sample of 3000 private sector landlords from throughout New  Zealand was 

generated from the DBH (Tenancy Services Division) database. This data base is 

comprehensive and the chances of sample bias are small since under the Residential 

Tenancies Act all tenancy bonds must be lodged with the DBH.   

 

A total of 907 landlords responded to the survey before the cut off date at the end of 

June 2004.  This represented a 30.2% response rate.  A reminder letter was not used 

due to the complex mailing procedure and additional cost cons iderations.  The 907 
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landlords represented 1585 separate properties, on average 1.74 properties per 

landlord. 

Survey Results Summarised 

The 1585 properties in the survey comprised three main groups; houses (1062), flats 

(314) and apartments (90).  There were a variety of other property types on one title 

including; owner occupied houses and rental flats and owner occupied houses and 

rented bed sitters.  The houses were predominantly 3 bedrooms, detached and located 

in the suburbs.  This paper only reports on the analysis of the houses group because 

there is currently no reliable time series data on the prices for apartments and flats. The 

houses group typically comprises of around 60 percent of the monthly volume of new 

tenancies recorded  by  the DBH. 

 

The respondents were asked to provide information on how long they had owned the 

property, the price paid, the expenses and their estimate of the current market value.  

In addition, there was a question on their capital expenditure over the previous year.  

This information was used to calculate capital gains, gross and net yields and to 

compare the average of the owners’ valuations with house sales statistics.  According 

to Keil & Zabel (1999) there may be a tendency for owners to slightly over value 

owner-occupied housing.  In the case of this survey the median time of ownership was 

so short it was possible to compare the purchase price with the estimated sale price 

and compare this with changes in the property market over the period.  The figures 

supplied appear to be in line with the existing QVNZ house price index increased 

19.8% in 2003 and Real Estate Institute (2004) statistics show the median price of a 

house increased by 18% in the period May 2003 to May 2004. 

 

When building a residential rental total returns index a decision has to be made about 

which set of house price data typifies private sector rental properties. This is 

important because price has a direct influence on the yields.  The most obvious 

alternatives are the median price or the lower quartile price, both published regularly 

by QVNZ.  Figure 1 compares the median prices reported from the survey with the 

QVNZ median and lower quartile prices for the main cities and for all New Zealand. 

This chart shows the survey median lying between the QVNZ figures for most cities, 
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particularly the larger cities with more robust data sets.  On average this figure was 

within 3 percent of the median prices shown in the survey. 

 

Another way of looking at the where private sector rental housing sits in the overall 

house price spectrum is to consider the total percentage of rental housing and the 

proportion of this that is central government and local authority social housing.  By 

2001 rental housing comprised around 28 percent of the housing stock and was 

increasing at about 0.6 percent per year so by 2004 rental housing comprised around 

30 percent of the national housing stock.  Private sector rental housing comprises 

around 80 percent of the rental housing stock.  Owner-occupier rates are lowest in the 

cities, particularly Auckland City which will have 50 percent rental housing within 

the next 7-10 years. In general the housing values are lower with social housing due to 

the stigma associated with some of the state housing neighbourhoods.  Private rental 

housing can usually be switched in and out of the owner occupier market, depending 

on market conditions. 

Where the percent of rental properties is high it is not realistic to assume rental houses 

are confined to the less expensive suburbs.  Analysis of data from Statistics New 

Zealand (2001) from the 1991-2001 censuses shows rental housing increasing across 

all established suburbs and the same is true across all cities. 

Figure 1  

Comparing House Prices June 04
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An additional test to see if the responses from the questionnaire are reflective of the 

rental market as a whole is to compare the median rental levels for houses from the 

DBH (Tenancy Bond Division) data base with the median rents reported in the 

survey.  This comparison is reported in Figure 2 and shows a strong correlation. 

Nationally the median rent for houses from the survey was $245 per week and from 

the DBH data $260. On average, across all the locations shown in Figure 2, the two 

sets of data are within 1.7% of each other. 

 

 

Figure 2 

Comparing Rents June 04
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Analysis of the survey data showed vacancies averaged 1.5 weeks per year and 

expenses averaged 23 percent of gross rentals.  Where rental houses are self managed 

by the landlord a management fee of 7 percent was included to reflect the opportunity 

cost of the landlords time and provide a basis for comparing investor housing with 

other asset classes. 

Developing the Index 

Annual returns to investor housing comprise cash flow from the rents less expenses 

and changes in the value of the property from one year to the next.  The annual cash 

flow was estimated by taking the DBH median rental information for houses and 
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adjusting for vacancy (1.5 weeks) and expenses (23 percent of gross income) as 

analysed from the survey. For example, in the case of North Shore City in 1994 the 

index figure (rounded to whole number) computed as 116 which is 16 percent up on 

the 1993 base value for the index of 100. The 16 percent increase comprised a net 

yield of 6.02 percent (see Table A in Appendix 1) and increases in house prices of 9.9 

percent (see Table B in Appendix 1). 

 The net yields derived from the survey data for June 2004 are closely aligned with 

the net yields shown in Table A of Appendix 1.  It was not possible to verify the older 

net yield data from the 2004 snapshot so this should be treated with caution since the 

relationship between gross income and net income may have changed slightly over 

time.  Further survey work will be needed to sustain the index on an ongoing basis 

and obtain more comprehensive information on regional variations in the ratio of 

vacancies and expenses to rental income. A lack of reliable rental data prior to 1993 

precluded the index being able to show a longer time series. Calculating the net yield 

also involved making a decision about which set of house prices to use when 

constructing the index.  The results shown in Figure 1 indicate that on average rental 

house price fall between the QVNZ median and lower quartile house prices.  The 

decision was made to average the median and lower quartile house prices on the basis 

that this was a more accurate reflection of the growing population of private sector 

rental houses than simply using the lower quartile house price data. The QVNZ house 

price indices for each City were used to compute the annual changes in property 

values. 

 

Given the above assumptions then a total returns series was developed for the period 

June 1993 to June 2004.  Table 1 shows the total returns indices over this period for 

the main urban centres and for all New Zealand. The net yield data was characterised 

by yields decreasing over time in all localities and yields being highest in slow 

growing localities and lowest in fast growing areas.  Net yields are now below the 

market rate of interest on bank deposits and government bonds for most localities.  

This means that investors are increasing reliant on capital gains in the value of 

housing to offset the increased risks associated with rental housing investments. 

 

The changes in house prices over time are largely related to demographic trends and 

the resultant demand pressures.  Internal migration trends show a drift to warmer 
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climates and jobs.  This has meant significant growth in the Auckland region and slow 

growth in the South Island and on the western side of the North Island.  Immigrants 

are mainly from China and prefer to live in Auckland. 

 

The total returns indices are based on un- leveraged returns before tax.  As the interest 

rate on borrowed money has generally been well under the total returns reflected in 

Table 1 many investors will be exceeding these returns.  It is important to consider 

un- leveraged returns as a starting point when making comparison with the total 

returns from other asset classes because the degree of leverage is something personal 

to the risk/return profile of individual investors. 

Table 1: Total Returns Indices 

 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

North Shore 100 116 144 176 193 199 207 211 234 260 306 381 

Waitakere 100 120 151 194 224 235 239 246 255 280 320 405 

Auckland 100 124 159 194 220 226 235 246 260 298 363 422 

Manukau 100 112 136 172 203 218 226 238 248 272 314 373 

Papakura 100 111 133 172 212 229 230 239 231 239 269 327 

Hamilton 100 115 132 156 178 194 198 203 198 215 244 293 

Tauranga 100 116 136 158 185 208 207 218 231 248 283 374 

Napier 100 119 131 143 155 165 173 188 209 230 274 364 

Palmerston Nth 100 110 120 128 136 144 153 168 185 201 227 278 

Porirua 100 109 119 129 142 165 194 218 262 288 320 394 

Upper Hutt 100 107 118 126 137 160 182 203 229 254 287 350 

Lower Hutt 100 107 118 131 147 175 196 222 252 280 314 388 

Wellington 100 109 124 148 173 208 225 257 293 314 367 443 

Nelson 100 113 124 133 144 153 158 169 180 208 282 350 

Christchurch 100 111 129 148 168 181 187 196 197 211 240 314 

Dunedin 100 111 124 136 142 142 151 165 177 197 244 321 

Invercargill 100 114 125 134 143 141 146 150 159 195 245 329 

All NZ 100 115 135 160 181 196 204 218 231 255 300 376 

 

Table 2 shows the percent average returns over the eleven year period June 1994 to 

June 2004 as well as the percent standard deviations and the risk ratios (average return 

divided by the standard deviation) associated with these returns. Generally the results 

in Table 2 confirm lower average returns are associated with lower risk areas but 

Wellington City is a notable exception since it shows high returns and low risk. The 

lower risks associated with Wellington City are thought to relate to its position as the 

capital city and the increasing percentage of stable public service renters. Past returns 

give some guidance to likely future returns as they include the long term demographic 

trends of internal migration being characterised by a population drift both North and 
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East and external immigration focusing on the Auckland region. The cyclical 

fluctuations in national net migration figures are thought to account for part of the 

volatility of total returns, particularly in the Auckland region. 

 

Table 2:  Volatility of Returns  

 Average 
Standard 
Deviation Risk ratio 

North Shore 13.2 8.3 0.6 
Waitakere 13.9 10.1 0.7 
Auckland 14.3 9.0 0.6 
Manukau 12.9 7.7 0.6 
Papakura 11.8 10.4 0.8 
Hamilton 10.4 7.2 0.6 
Tauranga 13.0 8.6 0.6 
Napier 12.7 8.0 0.6 
Palmerston Nth 9.8 4.5 0.4 
Porirua 13.3 5.1 0.3 
Upper Hutt 12.1 4.4 0.3 
Lower Hutt 13.1 4.3 0.3 
Wellington 14.5 4.7 0.3 
Nelson 12.4 9.6 0.7 
Christchurch 11.2 8.2 0.7 
Dunedin 11.5 8.9 0.7 
Invercargill 11.9 11.0 0.9 
All NZ 12.9 6.5 0.5 

 

 

Index Sensitivity 

The gross rental and house price information used in the construction of the total 

returns index has been taken from reliable government agency data bases.  The survey 

of residential property investors provided a 2004 snapshot of the relationship between 

gross rents and net income (before tax and debt servicing) as well as the most likely 

price band to use for investor housing 

 

Back casting the index to 1993 is based on the assumption that the ratio of expenses to 

gross rents has been consistent over time.  This is taken as the most likely scenario.  

To test the sensitivity of the key assumptions the indices were recalculated under both 

more optimistic and more pessimistic scenarios.  The more optimistic scenario 

assumed the same ratio of expenses to income and vacancy rate as the most likely 

scenario and based the house prices on lower quartile data.  The pessimistic scenario 
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used the same set of house prices as the most likely scenario but increased expenses 

from 23 percent to 26 percent of gross rents and increased the annual vacancy rate 

from 1.5 weeks to 3 weeks. 

 

The results of this analysis are summarised in Table 3 showing the average of the 

three scenarios over the period June 1994- June 2004. The difference column is the 

optimistic average return less the pessimistic average return. It is interesting to note 

that there are relatively small differences in the average total returns (about 1.2 

percent) between the pessimistic and optimistic scenarios. This illustrates just how 

much total returns are being driven by changes in house prices and the relatively small 

influence that running expenses have on total returns. 

 

Table 3: Index Sensitivity 

 Pessimistic Most likely Optimistic Difference 
North Shore 12.8 13.2 13.8 0.9 
Waitakere 13.5 13.9 14.5 0.9 
Auckland 13.9 14.3 15.1 1.2 
Manukau 12.5 12.9 14.0 1.5 
Papakura 11.4 11.8 12.5 1.0 
Hamilton 10.1 10.4 11.0 0.8 
Tauranga 12.6 13.0 13.5 0.8 
Napier 12.3 12.7 13.2 0.9 
Palmerston Nth 9.3 9.8 10.5 1.1 
Porirua 12.9 13.3 14.6 1.7 
Upper Hutt 11.6 12.1 12.7 1.1 
Lower Hutt 12.7 13.1 14.5 1.8 
Wellington 14.1 14.5 15.2 1.1 
Nelson 12.0 12.4 12.9 0.9 
Christchurch 10.8 11.2 11.9 1.0 
Dunedin 11.0 11.5 12.5 1.5 
Invercargill 11.3 11.9 13.5 2.2 
All NZ 12.5 12.9 14.2 1.6 

 

Portfolio Analysis 

Markowitz (1959) introduced the formal concept of using portfolio diversification to 

reduce risk. His ideas were quickly embraced by the finance discipline and he was 

later rewarded with a Nobel Prize in Economics. Jaffe and Sirmans (1995) noted that 

the property discipline was much slower to utilise portfolio theory due to initial 

scepticism about real world property applications due to the significant data problems 

relating to the measurement of market return. Transaction costs are also much higher 
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in property as compared to the stock market and this factor discourages property 

investors from frequently altering their portfolios. In addition, many residential 

property investors invest locally because they like to be able to drive by and self 

manage their rental houses. The total returns index developed in this paper is a first 

step in providing New Zealand data that can be used for assessing the place of 

residential property in a mixed asset portfolio. 

 Ling and Archer (2005) point out investment opportunities should be evaluated on 

the basis of their influence on the risk/return profile of the whole portfolio.  In a 

property context diversification can be across property types, locations or a mixture of 

both. In the case of residential rental property investors there may be advantages in 

diversifying across two or more cities. The total returns indices shown in Table 2 

highlight the fact that in some years there are significant differences in returns  

between cities even though long term average returns may be similar. Investors can 

exploit these differences by looking for cities with low or negative correlations so as 

to minimise risk. Table 4 shows the correlation of total returns between cities over the 

1994-2004 period. It is noticeable that cities in the Auckland region tend to have 

negative correlations with those in the Wellington area.  This is mostly related to the 

regions being at different stages on the property cycle rather than fundamental 

differences in the yields.  
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Table 4: Correlation Matrix 
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Wellington 0.40 0.31 0.19 0.46* 0.39 0.32 0.57** 0.34 0.53* 0.41 0.29 0.47* 1.00

Nelson 0.42* 0.32 0.40 0.26 0.15 0.43* 0.42 0.65** 0.59** -0.19 0.10 -0.08 0.24 1.00
Christchurch 0.68** 0.76** 0.56** 0.71** 0.71** 0.84** 0.87** 0.73** 0.74** -0.01 0.13 0.22 0.45* 0.54 1.00
Dunedin 0.58** 0.47* 0.40 0.36 0.27 0.48* 0.61** 0.82** 0.83** 0.07 0.30 0.19 0.29 0.79* 0.71** 1.00

Invercargill 0.44* 0.42 0.43* 0.29 0.26 0.53* 0.52* 0.75** 0.56** -0.10 0.06 -0.04 -0.04 0.73** 0.62** 0.75** 1.00
** Significant at 1% level 
*  Significant at 5% level 
 
Auckland and Lower Hutt cities have a negative correlation of (-0.32). Construction 

of a property portfolio where the investment was 50 per cent Auckland and 50 percent  

Lower Hutt reduces the risk as  shown Figure 3.  The 50/50 portfolio has a standard 

deviation of returns of 4.14 percent being less than half Auckland (9.01 percent) and 

below Lower Hutt (4.38 percent).  Diversification results in only a slight trade off in 

total returns from the riskier Auckland only portfolio. The 50/50 portfolio shows an 

average return of 13.74 percent.  Although  locational diversification may not be 

attractive for the smaller investors who prefer to self manage it is a viable alternative 

for larger investors and those prepared to employ property mangers. The transaction 

costs of switching property assets around has not been factored into the 50/50 

portfolio and as a result the returns for this option may be overestimated slightly. 
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Figure 3: 

Diversified Portfolio
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Diversification  becomes more complicated  as additional assets are added to the 

portfolio. Although the calculations to minimize risk and achieve a target rate of 

return  can be done by hand this is very time consuming. Brown and Matysiak (2000) 

advise the use of a spreadsheet optimizer such as the Solver add in available in 

Microsoft Excel and described in the manual by Chester and Alden (1997).  

 For reasons of geographic diversification and trading yields against capital 

appreciation an investor may decide to construct a residential portfolio in Auckland, 

Wellington and Christchurch. Assuming the investor specifies that there should be a 

minimum of 15 percent and a maximum of 60 percent of the portfolio in each city. 

The objective is to achieve an asset allocation to minimise the risk.  The results of the  

analysis are shown in Table 5. The optimiser solution is clearly constrained by the 

minimum and maximum asset allocations for each city. Without this constraint the 

investor would just buy Wellington houses. If the investor was prepared to take on 

more risk then Auckland houses would form a larger part of the portfolio at the 

expense of Christchurch.  
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Table 5: Weighting the Portfolio 

  Return Risk 
Portfolio 
Weight 

Weighted 
Return 

Weighted 
Risk 

Auckland 14.3 9.0 15.0 2.2 1.3 
Wellington 14.5 4.7 60.0 8.7 2.9 
Christchurch 11.2 8.2 25.0 2.8 2.0 
Total   100.0 13.7 6.2 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

The snapshot of the private sector residential market compiled from the survey 

provided the authors with baseline information that enable them to combine the DBH 

rental and QVNZ house price data bases. Results from the survey showed on average 

private sector rental housing values sit midway between lower quartile and median 

house prices.  Analysis of the survey also established that median net income is 

around 77 per cent of gross income. It is acknowledged that there may well be some 

regional variations and varia tions over time in the relationship between gross and net 

incomes, not captured in the indices. Further research with a longer time series will be 

needed to clarify these issues.  However, when tested the indices were shown to be 

relatively insensitive to changes in vacancy and expenses. The reason for this is  

because appreciation in house prices has dominated total returns.   

The total returns index developed in this paper is a transaction based index utilising 

actual rents and property sales data.  This index does not rely on periodic property 

valuations and suffer from valuation smoothing effects.  The index attempts to 

overcome the constant quality problem by utilising QVNZ house price indices, which 

include all house sales.  Further research is needed to determine if changes in the 

value of rental housing occur s at a similar rate to the total population of houses and 

the extent the QVNZ index captures the level of capital expenditure on housing. 

Net rental yields have continued to trend down over the last decade as increases in 

house prices have not been offset by similar increases in rents.  Currently net rental 

yields are below the market rate of interest and total returns are increasingly reliant on 

capital appreciation.  

In comparison with other asset classes, over the last decade, investors in rental 

housing generally achieved good, but not spectacular, returns.  Residential rental 

property is typically self managed and this does allow investors to increase their cash 

flows by substituting their own labour for outside management.  Self management 
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also gives investors the chance to further control the expenditure items such as repairs 

and maintenance by utilising their own labour to minimise the use of outside 

contractors. 

There are significant differences in the total returns being achieved between cities and 

the higher yields in the slower growing cities are not enough to offset the higher total 

returns in the faster growing areas.  The total returns in Auckland and Wellington 

cities are roughly the same but Wellington has an appreciable lower standard 

deviation of returns.  

There is an opportunity for residential investors to reduce their exposure to risk by  

diversifying their rental housing portfolios and exploiting the negative correlations  

between cities.  Optimising the geographic allocation of rental houses within a 

portfolio according to specified risk/return criteria can be accomplished by using the  

Solver application in Excel. The main limitation with applying portfolio theory to 

investor hous ing is that the past performance of the property market may not be a 

good indicator of future performance. This means investors need to be aware of 

underlying demographic trends and the effect of these on future capital growth 

prospects. 
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Appendix 1 

Table A:  Net Percentage Rental Yields  

  1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

North Shore 6.0 5.9 5.2 4.9 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.6 5.0 4.9 3.9 

Waitakere 7.3 7.1 6.1 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.5 4.6 

Auckland 6.4 6.2 5.4 5.2 4.8 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.1 4.8 4.1 

Manukau 6.9 7.1 6.7 5.8 5.5 5.2 5.3 5.2 4.6 5.0 5.1 

Papakura 6.7 6.4 6.1 5.7 5.2 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.1 4.6 

Hamilton 6.2 6.2 6.0 5.8 5.2 5.2 4.9 4.4 5.3 5.5 5.0 

Tauranga 6.2 5.3 5.4 5.3 4.4 4.7 4.6 4.4 4.4 4.8 4.1 

Napier 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.8 6.0 5.8 5.5 5.5 4.4 
Palmerston 
North 6.5 6.4 6.7 6.8 7.1 6.8 6.3 6.5 6.4 6.1 5.7 

Porirua 6.5 6.3 6.7 7.7 6.4 6.2 6.0 5.6 5.2 4.9 4.4 

Upper Hutt 7.6 7.6 7.7 7.4 7.6 7.0 6.4 6.5 6.3 5.7 4.9 

Lower Hutt 6.4 7.2 7.1 7.0 7.6 7.0 6.8 6.0 6.4 5.6 5.1 

Wellington 6.5 6.7 6.6 6.5 6.0 5.6 5.2 5.1 4.9 4.7 4.2 

Nelson 6.0 5.6 5.6 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.2 5.6 5.9 4.4 4.0 

Christchurch 6.5 6.3 6.4 6.2 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.9 6.7 5.1 

Dunedin 7.3 7.4 7.0 6.8 6.8 7.2 7.5 7.6 7.5 8.4 5.8 

Invercargill 7.7 9.0 8.3 8.7 8.7 8.0 8.4 9.6 10.5 10.3 7.1 

All NZ 6.6 6.3 6.3 5.9 5.8 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.8 5.3 

 

Table B: Annual Percentage Changes in Property Values 

  1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

North Shore 9.9 18.7 6.6 5.0 -1.7 -0.7 2.8 6.3 6.1 13.0 20.2 

Waitakere 12.5 18.7 22.5 9.7 -0.5 -3.7 2.5 -2.0 4.1 9.0 22.0 

Auckland 17.1 22.1 16.9 8.2 -2.2 -0.7 0.2 0.5 9.5 16.7 12.3 

Manukau 4.6 14.4 20.1 12.5 1.7 -1.6 0.0 -1.0 4.7 10.5 13.8 

Papakura 4.2 13.3 23.1 17.7 2.6 -4.3 1.2 -8.3 -1.3 7.4 16.7 

Hamilton 9.2 8.5 11.6 8.2 4.1 -3.4 2.5 -6.7 3.2 7.9 15.2 

Tauranga 10.1 11.7 10.6 11.5 8.3 -5.2 0.5 1.6 2.6 9.3 28.1 

Napier 13.0 5.1 3.4 2.1 0.7 -0.8 2.3 5.4 4.6 13.8 28.3 
Palmerston 
North 3.0 2.9 0.2 -0.8 -1.2 -0.3 3.1 3.5 2.2 7.2 16.3 

Porirua 2.1 2.9 1.6 2.6 9.6 11.4 6.3 14.7 4.5 6.1 18.7 

Upper Hutt -0.9 3.3 -1.3 0.9 9.3 7.0 5.3 6.2 4.3 7.2 16.9 

Lower Hutt 0.2 3.0 4.6 5.0 10.9 5.3 6.5 7.4 4.5 6.6 18.1 

Wellington 2.4 7.4 12.3 10.7 14.0 2.3 9.3 8.8 2.2 12.1 16.3 

Nelson 6.5 4.3 2.1 2.0 0.9 -2.3 1.4 0.8 9.7 31.1 20.3 

Christchurch 4.9 9.3 8.3 7.4 2.1 -2.5 0.4 -4.7 1.1 6.9 25.7 

Dunedin 3.2 4.6 3.0 -2.4 -6.8 -1.4 1.7 -0.1 3.9 15.2 25.9 

Invercargill 5.9 0.9 -1.0 -2.1 -10.0 -4.4 6.1 -3.4 11.8 15.5 27.2 

All NZ 8.2 11.5 11.8 7.3 2.3 -1.0 1.1 0.2 4.7 11.8 20.2 

 

 
 


